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Ecological forecasting of tree growth: Regional fusion of
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Abstract
Robust ecological forecasting of tree growth under future climate conditions is critical to anticipate future forest carbon storage and flux. Here, we apply three ingredients of ecological forecasting that are key to improving forecast skill: data fusion,
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confronting model predictions with new data, and partitioning forecast uncertainty.
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Bayesian state-space model at a multi-site, regional scale, focusing on Pinus ponderosa
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Specifically, we present the first fusion of tree-ring and forest inventory data within a
var. brachyptera in the southwestern US. Leveraging the complementarity of these
two data sources, we parsed the ecological complexity of tree growth into the effects
of climate, tree size, stand density, site quality, and their interactions, and quantified
uncertainties associated with these effects. New measurements of trees, an ongoing process in forest inventories, were used to confront forecasts of tree diameter
with observations, and evaluate alternative tree growth models. We forecasted tree
diameter and increment in response to an ensemble of climate change projections,
and separated forecast uncertainty into four different causes: initial conditions,
parameters, climate drivers, and process error. We found a strong negative effect
of fall–spring maximum temperature, and a positive effect of water-year precipita-
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tion on tree growth. Furthermore, tree vulnerability to climate stress increases with
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tainty showed that diameter forecast uncertainty is primarily caused by parameter

greater competition, with tree size, and at poor sites. Under future climate scenarios,
we forecast increment declines of 22%–117%, while the combined effect of climate
and size-related trends results in a 56%–91% decline. Partitioning of forecast uncerand initial conditions uncertainty, but increment forecast uncertainty is mostly caused
by process error and climate driver uncertainty. This fusion of tree-ring and forest
inventory data lays the foundation for robust ecological forecasting of aboveground
biomass and carbon accounting at tree, plot, and regional scales, including iterative
improvement of model skill.
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2020; Smith et al., 2020; Thomas et al., 2017). Here we take on the
problem of forecasting future tree growth using all three of these

Intergovernmental reports indicate that there are just a few decades

ingredients of ecological forecasting –data fusion, model validation

left to limit global warming to 1.5°C (IPCC, 2018). Many countries

with incoming data, and uncertainty quantification.

are planning to rely upon nature-based approaches to meet a substantial part of their commitments toward reducing net carbon (C)
emissions, and forests are expected to make up ~25% of these emis-

1.1 | Data fusion

sion reductions (Grassi et al., 2017). Specifically, C sequestration by
forests has the potential to offset emissions and is one of a few

To constrain tree growth and the drivers of its variation, we take the

“negative emissions technologies” considered to be affordable and

approach of fusing tree-ring and forest inventory data, which provide

scalable (IPCC, 2018; National Academies of Sciences, 2018), but

complementary information (DeRose et al., 2017). Tree-rings offer

the response of forests to future climate is highly uncertain (Arora

long-term and annually resolved records of the growth of individual

et al., 2020; Bonan, 2008; Friedlingstein et al., 2013; Gatti et al.,

trees in response to climate variation, but are usually not available

2021; Koven et al., 2021; Walker et al., 2020). Elevated atmospheric

from forest inventory plots, and often lack ecologically relevant meta-

CO2, forest recovery from past harvest, and positive responses to

data, including information on tree size, local competition, and site

warming could all lead to increased carbon sequestration in the fu-

characteristics. Forest inventories, such as the US Forest Service

ture. Negative responses to warming (Babst et al., 2019), increasing

Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA), provide repeated measures of the

tree drought stress (Williams et al., 2020), and tree mortality could

size of all trees per plot (Bechtold et al., 2005), and hence forest stand

reduce forest carbon uptake (Adams et al., 2009; Breshears et al.,

density and size structure, along with site-level factors influencing

2005; Fernández-de-Uña et al., 2016; Lu et al., 2013). Furthermore,

productivity, across an extensive and representative spatial network.

interactions between these drivers, including cross-scale interac-

Forest inventory measurements are used to quantify decadal trajec-

tions, can lead to sudden changes and heterogeneity in future forest

tories of carbon storage across space (Clark et al., 2007; Domke et al.,

carbon dynamics (Becknell et al., 2015; Koontz et al., 2021; Peters

2020; Pan et al., 2011), but because revisits to plots are made on a

et al., 2004; Soranno et al., 2014). Hence, forecasting, managing,

5-to 10-year basis, they lack the resolution needed to estimate sensi-

and mitigating the response of forest carbon storage and fluxes to

tivity to interannual variation in climate. Fusion of these two types of

climate change is an urgent challenge.

data makes it possible to characterize the many drivers of variation in

To improve the predictions of complex ecological systems (i.e.,

tree growth (Figure 1): climate, competition, site productivity, and tree

model skill), ecologists can adopt techniques that have been used

size (Babst et al., 2014; Clark et al., 2007; Evans et al., 2017; Schliep

to improve forecasts of other complex systems (e.g., weather fore-

et al., 2014). In particular, two-way interactions between these ef-

casting), such as data fusion (assimilation), model validation with

fects may lead to ecological complexity such that tree responses to

incoming data, and uncertainty quantification. Data fusion involves

drought may depend on the intensity of competition, or be contingent

combining data streams that are complementary in temporal and

on a tree's size (Buechling et al., 2017; Ford et al., 2016; Foster et al.,

or spatial scale (Zipkin et al., 2021). For example, fusing observa-

2016). These ecological contingencies cannot be detected by studying

tions of carbon and water fluxes, carbon pools, and vegetation dy-

one driver at a time, for example, using traditional methods of sam-

namics within an ecosystem model constrains forest carbon cycle

pling and analyzing tree-ring data that focus on climate sensitivity, to

predictions for pine plantations across the southeast US (Thomas

the exclusion of other influences on tree growth (i.e., the site and tree

et al., 2017). In the context of ecological forecasting, model valida-

selection principles of dendrochronology; Cook, 1990). Leveraging

tion calls for confronting model predictions with incoming data to

the temporal and spatial strengths of tree-ring data sourced in a for-

evaluate model performance and improve models, known as the

est inventory context with their associated standard forest inventory

“iterative forecasting cycle” (Dietze, 2017). This includes assess-

data (e.g., information on stand-level competition) makes it possible

ing alternative model predictions and which of them best fit the

to characterize the complexity of individual tree growth, and offers a

incoming data to evaluate the representation of key ecological pro-

promising path to improve predictions of forest carbon cycle dynam-

cesses (Medlyn et al., 2015). Uncertainty quantification systemati-

ics under climate change.

cally partitions the drivers of forecast uncertainty, to identify and
prioritize actions that can be taken to reduce forecast uncertainty
(Clark et al., 2007; Dietze et al., 2018; Fox et al., 2018; Luo et al.,
2011). For example, partitioning forecast uncertainty can identify

1.2 | Confronting models with data and quantifying
uncertainty

how uncertainties change over time (Dietze, 2017), and whether
improving model structure versus honing estimates of parame-

Furthermore, we combine model validation with quantification of

ters would do more to reduce forecast uncertainty (Shiklomanov

forecast uncertainty to identify potential model improvements.

et al., 2020). Together, these three techniques have driven recent

With revisits to trees scheduled into national forest inventories

success in constraining carbon cycling and forest productivity

(USDA Forest Service, 1999), we take advantage of a unique op-

predictions (Fer et al., 2018; Fox et al., 2018; Shiklomanov et al.,

portunity to iteratively validate model predictions with new data
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F I G U R E 1 Complex ecological interactions driving annual tree growth, carbon uptake, and carbon storage, can lead to uncertainty about
the magnitude and direction of response to climate changes. These complex and interacting effects include the impacts of interannual
variation in climate, site quality, competitive interactions, size-related growth trends, and interactions between drivers of tree growth
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(Dietze et al., 2018) and hence evaluate competing representa-

data, i.e., in the ITRDB; Klesse et al., 2018) and other forest inventory

tions of the drivers of variation in tree growth (Babst et al., 2018;

data possible. However, assimilation of tree-ring and forest inventory

DeRose et al., 2017). While model validation identifies and re-

data has not previously been demonstrated at scales larger than a single

duces biases in predictions of observed data, analysis of forecast

site. We apply this Bayesian state-space approach to data on Pinus pon-

uncertainty can help identify processes or drivers leading to high

derosa var. brachyptera across the state of Arizona, including >500 trees

uncertainty in forecasts of the future. In this way, parsing forecast

with increment cores and diameter measurements and >5700 trees

uncertainty into different components (e.g., initial conditions,

with only repeat diameter measurements. This is the first fusion of tree

driver uncertainty, parameter uncertainty, and additive process

diameter and growth increment on a regional scale. Using the ecological

error) diagnoses the main drivers of prediction uncertainty and

forecasting cycle framework, we then address the following questions:

thus highlights different paths to reduce this uncertainty (details

(1) What ecological complexity is revealed by explicitly representing mul-

in Figure 2).

tiple drivers of tree growth, along with their cross-scale interactions, for

Here, we use a Bayesian state-space model (Clark et al., 2007) to

example, the modification of response to climate variability via interac-

fuse tree-ring time-series data and spatially extensive FIA plot and tree

tion effects? (2) With ecological complexity explicitly represented, how

data (Clark et al., 2007; Evans et al., 2017; Schliep et al., 2014). The de-

is tree growth forecasted to change under future climates? (3) What are

velopment of a tree-ring data network based in the FIA plot network of

the main drivers of uncertainty in ecological forecasts of tree diameter

the interior western US states (DeRose et al., 2017) makes such a fusion

(C stock) and diameter increment (C flux), and what does uncertainty

of unbiased tree-ring data (compared to traditionally sampled tree-ring

quantification tell us about avenues for model improvement?

HEILMAN et al.
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F I G U R E 2 Types of uncertainty in increment and diameter forecasts, how they are applied in this analysis, and their relative magnitudes
in this analysis [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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2.1 | Forest inventory, tree-ring, and climate data

sampled under two different inventory designs: periodic inventories before the year 1999, and after 1999, annual inventories,
in which a temporally and spatially stratified ~10% of plots are
sampled each year such that each plot is visited every ~10 years

We modeled the size and growth of Pinus ponderosa var.

(DeRose et al., 2017; USDA Forest Service, 1999, 2015).

brachyptera (Engelm.) Lemmon (ponderosa pine) trees across

Increment cores used in this study were collected from 518 indi-

the US southwestern state of Arizona (Figure 3). Forest inven-

vidual trees within the 339 plots during periodic inventories (in

tory and tree-r ing data were derived from 339 Arizona FIA plots

1995 or 1996). Of these trees with increment cores, 260 were

where increment cores had been collected. These plots were

in plots carried over to the annual design, whereas 258 were

2446
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F I G U R E 3 (a) Study region and location of Pinus ponderosa repeat Forest Inventory measurements and locations of sampled cores. (b)
Climatology of sites with Pinus ponderosa tree cores. Error bars indicate standard deviation of precipitation and maximum temperature.
Colors correspond to four seasons: Blue = winter, yellow = spring + arid foresummer, red = monsoon, burgundy/dark red = fall [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
in plots that were “orphaned” after the implementation of the

of the challenges associated with reconstructing historical forest

annual design in 1999 – that is, the plot was relocated, and the

stand conditions and past competition (the “fading record” prob-

old plot is no longer monitored. Hence, these 518 trees have 1

lem, as above), we treated SDI as constant in time, and restricted

or 2 measurements of diameter at breast height (DBH) taken be-

model fitting to 1965–2018. We also note that absolute SDI po-

tween 1995 and 2010, which we used in model fitting. A subset

tentially confounds site quality, competitive pressure, and distur-

of these –186 trees –also have a third DBH measurement taken

bance legacy.

after 2010, which we held out for use in model validation. Tree-

We used monthly historical PRISM 4 km resolution climate

ring records had growth time-s eries start dates ranging from

data products for model fitting over the period from 1965 to

1719 to 1978, but because the competitive environment experi-

2018 (PRISM Climate Group, Oregon State University, 2004).

enced by a tree becomes more uncertain and biased backwards

Correlation analyses between ring width index and a variety of

in time from an inventory measurement year (the “fading record”

monthly and seasonal mean temperature, maximum tempera-

problem; Swetnam et al., 1999), we restricted the tree-r ing data

ture, and precipitation variables (see ‘Preliminary Climate cor-

used in the analysis to 1965–1996, and estimated diameter from

relation analysis’ in Supplemental Materials and Methods S1),

1965 to 2018. A second pool of tree size and growth data, used

along with results from similar analyses reported in the litera-

in the second stage of model fitting (described below), came

ture (Dannenberg & Wise, 2016; Klesse et al., 2018; McCullough

from 5794 P. ponderosa trees that were located in the same 339

et al., 2017; Williams et al., 2013), led us to include total water-

FIA plots and have two DBH measurements between 1995 and

year precipitation and the average of current spring–s ummer

2010, but lack tree-r ing data.

and previous fall maximum temperatures (May–A ugust of the

Additional forest inventory data used for model fitting were

current year and September–O ctober of the previous fall) as

two variables hypothesized to influence tree growth (Figure 1):

predictors of ring-w idth variability (Supplemental Materials and

site index (SI), a plot-level metric of site quality and potential pro-

Methods S1).

ductivity available from the FIA database, and stand density index
(SDI), a proxy for the effect of competition. SI is the site-specific
expected height of a tree designated as characteristic of the for-

2.2 | Bayesian state-space model of tree growth

est type (here, ponderosa pine) at age 50 (Brickell, 1970). We
calculated SDI from diameter data on all trees in the subplot and

We fused measurements of growth rings and bole diameter using a

year that the increment core was collected, using the summation

Bayesian state-space model, or dynamic linear model, elaborating

method (Shaw, 2000). In reality, SDI is a dynamic variable, because

upon the model introduced by Clark et al. (2007). In this model, bole

the size and number of trees in a forest change over time. Because

diameter (DBH), a metric of tree size, is the state variable and change

|
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in tree size over time is predicted as a function of the hypothesized
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2.4 | Process model

drivers illustrated in Figure 1. This model consists of two data models
(or measurement error models), one of each type of measurement,

The process model describes tree growth as a Markov process with

and a process model of the change in DBH from one time step to the

error. The true diameter of each tree i in each year t (xi,t) has a mean

next (a difference equation).

DBHi,t , and additive Normal process error captured by precision 𝜏 add.
DBHi,t , is the sum of the previous year's diameter xi,t−1, an intercept
𝜇 , a plot-level random intercept modification 𝛼 plot, a polynomial func-

2.3 | Data model

tion of the previous year's diameter (including linear and quadratic
2
terms, 𝛽 1 ∗ xi,t−1 and 𝛽 2 ∗ xi,t−1
), the effect of SDI, SI, and time-varying

In the first data model, DBH measurements zi,t follow a Normal dis-

climate variables: water-year precipitation and previous-year fall and

tribution with a mean that is the estimated true diameter of tree i

current-year spring–summer maximum temperatures, as well as all

at time t, xi,t, and precision 𝜏 dbh (where precision in the inverse of

two-way interactions between the fixed effects. All covariates were

variance, 1/σ 2, such that large values of 𝜏 indicate low variance). In
the second data model, tree-ring measurements are multiplied by
2, converting from radial to diameter increment, and the observed
increments yi,t, follow a normal distribution truncated at zero, with a

scaled by the means and standard deviations across space and time,
except for the state variable tree size (xi,t−1). When used as a covariate, tree size was scaled by subtracting 30 cm from the estimated
xi,t−1 to improve model convergence and reduce posterior correla-

mean that is the estimated true diameter increment inci,t, and preci-

tions. We explored variations on the process model through model

sion 𝜏 inc. We chose the truncation at a very small negative value so

validation (see Section 2.5 below, and Table 1).

the normal distribution can include zero and all positive numbers,
consistent with tree-ring data. The true diameter increment, inci,t,

(
)
xi,t ∼ normal DBHi,t , 𝜏 add ,

is equal to the difference between the true tree diameter at time t

(4)

and time t − 1.
(1)

inci,t = xi,t − xi,t−1 ,
zi,t ∼ normal xi,t , 𝜏 dbh ,

(2)

(
)
yi,t ∼ normal inci,t , 𝜏 inc T ( − 0.0001) .

(3)

(

)

2
DBHi,t = xi,t−1 + 𝜇 + 𝛼 plot + 𝛽 1 ∗ xi,t−1 + 𝛽 2 ∗ xi,t−1
+ 𝛽 3 ∗ SDI + 𝛽 4 ∗ SI

+ 𝛽 5 ∗ precip + 𝛽 6 ∗ Tmax + 𝛽 7 ∗ precip ∗ Tmax + 𝛽 8 ∗ SDI
∗ SI + 𝛽 9 ∗ SDI ∗ precip + 𝛽 10 ∗ SDI ∗ Tmax + 𝛽 11 ∗ SI

(5)

∗ precip + 𝛽 12 ∗ SI ∗ Tmax + 𝛽 13 ∗ xi,t−1 ∗ SI + 𝛽 14 ∗ xi,t−1
∗ SDI + 𝛽 15 ∗ xi,t−1 ∗ precip + 𝛽 16 ∗ xi,t−1 ∗ Tmax .

The data models acknowledge the measurement error associ-

Thus, conceptually speaking, the process model follows the

ated with both data types (i.e., the distinction between observed

linear aggregate model of tree growth described by Cook (1990),

DBH and true diameter), which makes it possible to reconcile con-

which includes covariates accounting for effects operating at dif-

flicts between them: for example, cumulative growth ring width

ferent scales, including tree size, stand-scale characteristics, and

measurements that are greater or lesser than the difference be-

climate.

tween sequential DBH measurements. Hence, the “true” diameter

Prior distributions assigned to most of the model parameters

of the tree is a latent or unobserved variable, and the two types

were weakly informative (Table 1), except for an informative prior

of observations are used to infer the latent state (size) of the tree

assigned to 𝜏 inc, the precision associated with tree-ring observations.

through time.

Initial model fitting revealed strong posterior correlations between

TA B L E 1 Priors used in the Bayesian state-space model, their inferred means, 95% CI, and units
Parameter

Prior

Mean

CI

Units

Intercept

μ ~ Normal (0.5, 0.5)

0.5

−3 to 3

cm

Fixed effects

β ~ Normal (0, 0.001)

0

−60 to 60

dimensionless

Plot random intercept

⍺ PLOT ~ Normal (0, τ PLOT )

0

−2 to 2

cm

τ DBH ~ Normal (16, 8)

2

1–3

precision (1/cm2)

τadd ~ gamma (1, 1)

0.5

0–4

precision (1/cm2)

1

0–0.35

precision (1/cm2)

90

88–92

precision (1/cm2)

Diameter observation precision
Additive process precision

a

a

Plot random intercept precisiona τ PLOT ~ gamma (1, 0.1)
a

2

Increment observation precision τ inc ~ gamma (90 /0.337, 90/0.337)
a

Precision parameters estimated are the inverse of variance (τ = 1/σ 2).
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𝜏 inc and the additive process error parameter, 𝜏 add, indicating non-

these different models of tree growth here and provide their explicit

identifiability between these two error terms in the model, as de-

formulation in Table 2.

scribed in Dietze (2017, pp. 84–85, 118–119). To address this, we

The “null model” predicts current DBH as a function of the pre-

developed an informative prior on 𝜏 inc, by asking multiple observers

vious year's DBH plus a size-related trend in ring widths (linear and

at the University of Arizona Laboratory of Tree Ring Research to

quadratic terms). Comparing the out-of-sample fit of the null model

measure the same sample of increment cores and modeling those

to the following four alternative models tests whether a more com-

data to estimate 𝜏 inc (see additional details in “Informative prior on

plex process model with additional terms improves the prediction

𝜏 inc,” Supplemental Materials and Methods S1). We specify the strong
informative prior on 𝜏 inc, where ainc , rinc are determined by the mean

of tree growth (Table 2). The first alternative process model is the

and variance of uncertainty around ring widths such that ainc =

intercept, a plot-level random modification of the size effect, fixed

902
0.3372 ,

90

“random slope” model (model 2), which includes a plot-level random
effects of maximum temperature, precipitation, and competition

and rinc = 0.3372 .

(SDI), and an interaction between temperature and precipitation,
(
)
𝜏 inc ∼ gamma ainc , rinc .

(6)

but no interactions between tree size and other fixed effects. The
“random slope and interactions” model (model 3) builds on the random slope model by including two-way interactions between tree

For context, on average, the standard deviation of annual growth

size, SDI, and the other fixed effects. The “fixed interactions” model

measurements across observers is small (0.0097 cm, ranging from

(model 4) includes SDI, but not site quality (SI), no plot random ef-

0.0012 to 0.06 cm), and the species-specific prior we assigned to

fect on the size effect, a plot-level random intercept, and two-way

𝜏 inc specifies high precision (mean = 90), translating to a standard

interactions between fixed effects. The “fixed interactions and site

deviation similar to that observed among replicated tree-ring mea-

quality” model (model 5) has a plot random intercept, no plot ran-

surements ((1/90)2 = 0.01 cm; Table 1).

dom effect on size, and instead includes an additional fixed effect of
site quality, along with all the two-way interactions between fixed

2.5 | Competing models of tree growth variation
In addition to the full model described above (Equation 5), we also
fit a suite of simplified process models that differed with respect to

effects. Model 5 is the process model specified above in Equation
(5; Figure 4).

2.6 | Model validation with observed data

which fixed effects, interaction effects, and random effects were
included. Five models yielded satisfactory convergence of posterior

We validated our model using out-of-sample measurements of tree

parameters: a null model and four candidate models. We describe

diameter from the most recent FIA resurveys of 186 trees in our

TA B L E 2 Alternative process model structures and validation statistics
In sample
increment

In sample DBH

Validation DBH

Model
number Model name

Process model

PPL

RMSPE
(cm)

PPL

RMSPE
(cm)

PPL

RMSPE
(cm)

1

Null model

DBHt = Xt−1 + 𝛽X *x t−1 + 𝛽 X 2*x t−12

530

0.048

5090

0.703

1244

2.307

2

Random slope

DBHt = Xt−1 + 𝛼 PLOT + 𝛽PLOT(X)*x t−1 + 𝛽 X 2*x t−12 + β SDI*SDI +
βprecip*Precip + βtemp*Tmax + βprecip*temp*Precip*Tmax

264

0.078

4838

0.677

873

1.982

3

Random slope and DBHt = Xt−1 + 𝛼 PLOT + 𝛽PLOT(X)*x t−1+𝛽 X 2*x t−12 + β SDI*SDI +
βprecip*Precip + βtemp*Tmax + βprecip*temp*Precip*Tmax
interactions
+ βprecip*SDI*Precip*SDI + βtemp*SDI*Tmax*SDI +
βX*SDI*x t−1*SDI + βX*precip*x t−1*Precip + βX*temp *x t−1*Tmax

264

0.077

4765

0.694

864

1.969

4

Fixed interactions

308
DBHt = Xt−1 + 𝛼 PLOT + βX *xt−1 + 𝛽 X 2*xt−12 + βSDI*SDI +
βprecip*Precip + βtemp*Tmax + βprecip*temp*Precip*Tmax +
βprecip*SDI*Precip*SDI + βtemp*SDI*Tmax*SDI + βX*SDI*xt−1*SDI
+ βX*precip*xt−1*Precip + βX*temp*xt−1*Tmax

0.070

3768

0.603

680

1.783

5

Fixed interactions
and site
quality

DBHt = Xt−1 + 𝛼 PLOT + βX *xt−1 + 𝛽 X 2*xt−12 + βSDI*SDI + βSI*SiteIndex 307
+ βprecip*Precip + βtemp*Tmax + βprecip*temp*Precip*Tmax +
βprecip*SDI*Precip*SDI + βtemp*SDI*Tmax*SDI + βX*SDI*xt−1*SDI
+ βprecip*SI*Precip*SiteIndex + βtemp*SI*Tmax *SiteIndex
+ βX*SI*xt−1*SiteIndex + βX*precip*xt−1*Precip +
βX*temp*xt−1*Tmax

0.070

4098

0.617

680

1.779

Note: Validation statistics shown are posterior predictive loss (PPL) and root mean squared predictive error (RMSPE).
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F I G U R E 4 Posterior predictive loss and root mean squared prediction error for each model (models 2–5), based on (a) comparison
between predicted and observed in-sample diameters, (b) validation between predicted and observed out-of-sample diameters, and (c)
comparison between predicted and observed in-sample increment data. Validation statistics are not shown for the Null model, as they were
orders of magnitude higher than all other candidate models. Numbers correspond to models in Table 1 [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

dataset. We also evaluated diameter and increment predictions using

used the mean and variance of the posterior distributions of param-

the DBH and tree-ring increment data that were used in model fitting.

eters from Stage 1 (Table S4) to create a multivariate normal prior

We assessed model fit and selected the best-fit model based on root

on parameters for a second round of model fitting, with inference

mean-squared predictive error (RMSPE) and posterior predictive loss

constrained to the census interval specific to each plot (generally

(PPL). Additionally, we report mean absolute predictive error (MAPE)

1994–2010), using only the data from 5794 trees with repeat di-

and validation metrics to assess prediction bias across space and time

ameter measurements (Stage 2; see Supplemental Materials and

(V1, V2, V3; Tables S1–S3; Supplemental Materials and Methods S1).

Methods S1). While we had expected Stage 2 to provide additional
information on the effects of tree- and stand-level parameters (i.e.,

2.7 | Model implementation and convergence

tree size, SDI, and SI), parameter estimates are consistent across the
two stages. We note that the analyses and figures in this manuscript
are based on the stage 1 model, but we present the two-stage ap-

The model was fit using MCMC simulations implemented in JAGS/

proach to demonstrate that it is possible to estimate increment and

rjags (Plummer, 2019), using functions from the PEcAn project

diameter going back in time for additional trees on the plot, a key

(https://pecanprojec t.github.io/), on R version 3.6.0 (R Core Team,

step toward future plot-level biomass estimation.

2021), Rstudio version 1.2.1335 (Rstudio Team, 2018). These simulations were run on R/Rstudio apps implemented in the Cyverse
VICE discovery environment (https://cyverse.org/). Each MCMC

2.8 | Analysis of forecast uncertainty

simulation was run with three chains, an adaptation period of 5000
and 750,000 iterations. Model convergence was evaluated visually

Future climate projections under four greenhouse gas emissions sce-

using traceplots and Gelman – Rubin diagnostics, which quantify

narios, Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP) 2.6, 4.5, 6.0,

mixing of the posterior parameter chains (Gelman & Rubin, 1992).

and 8.5, were used to forecast tree size and growth from 2018 to

During initial model fitting, we attempted to fit a single model

2099, based on the final time step of the state variable (tree size)

using the data from trees without increment cores in addition to

in 2018 (xi,t=2018) and posterior estimates of model parameters.

trees with increment cores, but these MCMC simulations did not

These RCPs are scenarios of additional energy retained by the at-

satisfactorily converge because of the large number of poorly con-

mosphere, in watts per m2, relative to the pre-industrial baseline,

strained latent state variables (e.g., 53 years of annual diameter and

as a result of the enhanced greenhouse effect (Taylor et al., 2012).

increment for the 5794 trees with only 2–3 diameter measurements),

Future climate data were derived from the time-series products of

with only a small amount of tree-ring data, which are the most in-

31 different global climate models (GCMs), downscaled to ⅛ degree

formation rich data source in terms of informing climate sensitivity

(Reclamation, 2013; Table S5), and bias-corrected at each site using

(Evans et al., 2017). To address this, we took a two-stage approach to

the mean difference (for 1965–2018) between 4 km PRISM histori-

model fitting. We first used the data from the trees with increment

cal climate data and each GCM. In these forecast scenarios, SDI and

cores to estimate model parameters (Stage 1), which converged. We

SI are assumed to be constant over time.
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To analyze the uncertainty in forecasts of tree diameter and in-

with respect to RMSE of within-s ample increments, as it reduces

crement, we sequentially added in uncertainty due to five different

underestimation of large tree-ring widths (Table S3, Figures S11

causes: initial conditions uncertainty, the uncertainty surrounding tree

and S12).

size at the start of the forecast time frame; driver uncertainty, the uncertainty about future climate conditions (i.e., differences between
GCMs); parameter uncertainty, the uncertainty surrounding growth

3.2 | Model effects

model parameters, such as tree growth sensitivity to precipitation or
temperature variability; parameter variability, caused by unexplained

Here we report the parameter estimates for the model that best re-

site-to-site heterogeneity (i.e., random effects); and additive process

produces tree diameter (fixed interactions + site quality, model 5).

error, the variation in tree size and growth not explained by the pro-

Estimates for all models are listed in Table S4 and the magnitude and

cess model (Figure 2). Initial condition uncertainty was added by

direction of model parameters are qualitatively similar across models

sampling from the posterior distribution of the state variable, bole

2 through 5. As a reminder, all covariates, apart from our state vari-

diameter, at the end of our estimated time series (2018), rather than

able (tree size) were standardized so that slopes of main effects are

using the posterior mean for each tree. Parameter uncertainty was

unitless. SDI had a large negative effect on tree growth in our model

added by sampling from the joint posterior distribution of all model

(𝛽 SDI = −0.0543, 95% CI: −0.0675 to −0.0393), and SI had a positive

parameters, rather than using posterior means. To include driver un-

effect on tree growth (𝛽 SICOND = 0.0383, 95% CI: 0.0240–0.0510;

certainty, we randomly selected 100 time series of climate variables

Figure 5a,b). Fall and spring maximum temperatures had a relatively

(water-year precipitation and spring–fall maximum temperature)

strong negative effect on tree growth (𝛽 Tmax = −0.0358, 95% CI

from the downscaled and bias-corrected GCM projections for each

−0.0418 to −0.0298), while water-year precipitation had a positive

plot. Finally, we included process error by sampling the forecasted

effect on tree growth (𝛽 Precipitation = 0.0248, 95% CI: 0.0216–0.0281;

tree diameter from a distribution with precision corresponding to

Figure 5c,d). The main and quadratic effects of tree size were both

the posterior mean estimate of 𝜏 add. Sequentially adding in each

negative (𝛽 X = −0.0036, 95% CI: −0.0039 to −0.0032; 𝛽 X 2 = −0.0001,

source of uncertainty, holding the others at their mean, allowed us to

95% CI: −0.0002 to −0.0001), resulting in high growth at low tree

partition the contribution of these different sources of uncertainty

diameters, but growth decreases for trees over 25 cm in diameter

(Dietze, 2017).

(Figure 5e, Table S4).

We took a similar first principles approach to parse future driver

The interaction between water-year precipitation and maxi-

uncertainty into temperature and precipitation driver components.

mum temperature was slightly positive (𝛽 Precip∗Tmax = 0.0037, 95% CI:

That is, we sequentially included precipitation and temperature

0.0007–0.0066), which indicates greater declines in growth in years

driver uncertainty into future predictions that only included driver

with dry conditions and high temperatures (Figure 5o). A significant

uncertainties. Likewise, we parsed parameter-related uncertainty

interaction between tree size and temperature (𝛽 X∗Tmax = −0.0012,

into each fixed effect, random effects, and interaction effects. This

95% CI: −0.0015 to −0.0008) is such that large diameter trees suffer

allowed us to separate uncertainty surrounding the effects of future

larger growth declines under high temperatures compared to small

climate on tree growth from uncertainty about the value of future

trees (Figure 5l). In contrast, a significant interaction between tree

climate itself.

size and precipitation (𝛽 X∗Precip = 0.0006, 95% CI: 0.0003–0.0008)
results in larger growth declines in small trees under low precipita-

3
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3.1 | Assessing model performance

tion (Figure 5k). Finally, there was a significant interaction between
SI and maximum temperatures, indicating larger negative effects
of high temperature conditions at sites of poor-quality compared
to high-quality sites (𝛽 SI∗Tmax = 0.0081, 95% CI: 0.0026–0.0140;
Figure 5f).

Based on validation with held-out tree diameter measurements, all

Other interaction effects were small in magnitude and had

candidate models reproduced tree diameter better than the null

credible intervals overlapping zero, including the interaction be-

model, with small error and low bias (Figures S10 and S11). Of these

tween SDI and maximum temperature (𝛽 SDI∗Tmax = −0.0053, 95% CI:

alternative models, the “fixed interactions and site quality“ model

−0.0115 to 0.0008, Figure 5i), and the interaction between precip-

(model 5) best fit our dataset, based on RMSE and PPL for the out-of-

itation and SDI (𝛽 SDI∗Precip = −0.0037, 95% CI: −0.0069 to 0.0004,

sample diameter model validation (Table 1; Tables S1 and S2).

Figure 5j), both of which overlap with zero, but are trending nega-

Comparison of predicted diameter increment and observed

tive. Finally, no significant interaction was detected between pre-

tree-ring increment demonstrated that the alternative models re-

cipitation and SI (𝛽 SI∗Precip = −0.0015, 95% CI: −0.00048 to 0.0017;

produce tree-ring increments reasonably well, but they system-

Table S4).

atically underestimate large increments and overestimate small

Parameter effects were generally consistent across models, with

increments (Figures S11 and S12). In contrast to the model valida-

some minor differences in the magnitude of the effects of diameter (𝛽 X

tion results for out-of-s ample tree diameter, the “random slope and

and 𝛽 X 2) and SDI (Table S4) or interactions involving these effects. The

interactions” model (model 3) also had a reasonably good model fit

fixed interactions and site quality model (model 5) had a slightly more

|
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F I G U R E 5 Fixed effects and interaction plots conditioned on mean values for all other covariates. Rugs along the x-axis indicate the
distribution of data for that covariate. Grey dots indicate the relative magnitude of estimated model parameters. Panels show model effects
for each model effect, as follows: (a) stand density index, (b) site index, (c) maximum temperature, (d) water year precipitation, (e) tree size,
and interactions between (f) site index and maximum temperature, (g) site index and preipitation, (h) stand density index and site index,
(i) stand density index and maximum temperature, (j) stand density index and precipitation, (k) tree size and precipitation, (l) tree size and
maximum temperature, (m) tree size and stand density index, (n) tree size and site index, and (o) maximum temperature and precipitation
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
negative effect of 𝛽 SDI, compared to models with plot-level random

3.3 | Forecasts

effects on 𝛽 X, indicating tradeoffs between plot-level random effects
on 𝛽 X and fixed effects capturing plot-level differences in quality.

Total uncertainty is greater for forecasts in models with a random ef-

Precision parameters posteriors are reported in Table S1.

fect on tree size, compared to models with only a random intercept and

𝜏 inc has a mean of 89.86 (95% CI: 89.19–9 0.52), which is equiva-

fixed effects. Average total diameter forecast uncertainty for model 3

lent to a standard deviation (SD) around increment observations

(random slope and interactions) ranges from 7.5 to 25 cm while total

of about 0.1 cm. The precision parameter on diameter observations, 𝜏 DBH, indicates a SD of ~0.78 cm (𝜏 DBH = 1.626, 95% CI:
1.49–1.79). Finally, 𝜏 add converted to SD is equivalent to ~0.11 cm

increment forecast uncertainty ranges from 0.9 to 1 cm, when pre-

(𝜏 add = 86.63, 95% CI: 82.57–9 0.83).

to 8.5 cm and 0.62 to 0.65 cm over 2018–2099 for diameter and

dicted over the timeframe 2018–2099. Forecast uncertainty for model
5 (fixed interactions and site quality) is much lower, ranging from 3.75
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increment forecasts, respectively (Figures S9 and S10). For this reason,

contributes very little to diameter uncertainty, making up <10% of

we focus on forecasts from model 5 in our analysis of uncertainty.

uncertainty from 2020 to 2049, but increases to >25% after 2050.

Forecasts from model 5 (fixed interactions and site quality) pre-

Finally, process uncertainty also is a small fraction of diameter fore-

dict that both changing climate and tree size lead to progressive de-

cast uncertainty, making up ~8%–14% of total uncertainty across

clines in growth increments across all RCP emissions scenarios. The

time periods.

negative effect of increasing tree size would be expected to drive

Precipitation and temperature each contributed substantially to

increment declines of up to ~−40% (range = −66 to −16%) by 2075–

driver uncertainty. For forecasts of growth increment, on average

2099, even in the absence of climate changes (Figure 6). The direct

35% (range = 7.4%–69%) of the driver uncertainty was attributable

effects of climate change only (assuming tree size does not change

to precipitation uncertainty and ~65% to temperature uncertainty

over time) lead to average forecasted growth declines of about −22%

(range = 31%–92.6%; Figure 8a). For forecasts of tree diameter,

(range = −71% to −1%) relative to a scenario of no climate change by

about 18% of the driver uncertainty is due to uncertainty about

2075–2099, for RCP 2.6 (Figure 6). Under RCPs 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5,

projected future precipitation and 82% to uncertainty about future

growth declines even greater: −51% (−113% to −7%), −55.4% (−156%

temperature (Figure 8b). The contribution of temperature uncer-

to −6.6%), and −117% (−207% to −45%), respectively. The two ef-

tainty increases both over time and with RCP scenarios, with strong

fects together, climate change and increasing tree size, result in a

interannual variability.

change of −56.9% (range = −104% to −23%), −83.8% (range = −130%

The contribution of each fixed effect to total parameter uncer-

to −33.3%), −86.9% (−170% to −31.7%), and −91% (−227% to −15.8%)

tainty followed the same ranking for both diameter and increment

for RCPs 2.6, 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5, respectively.

forecasts (Figure 8c,d). Uncertainty about the effect of tree size

Forecasts indicate that many trees experiencing decline will

contributed the most to parameter uncertainty (~25%). The second

have median growth and/or 95% confidence intervals of growth that

largest causes of parameter uncertainty are related to stand-level

drop below zero (Figure S7). This is interpreted as representing the

effects, SI and SDI, which each make up 15%–20% of total param-

magnitude of stress experienced, which in real trees would translate

eter uncertainty. The third largest source of uncertainty is due to

into growth cessation and an increased risk of mortality (Cailleret

the sensitivity of diameter and increment to variation in maximum

et al., 2017; Keane et al., 2001). With greater warming, more trees

temperature (~14%), and interactions involving temperature sensi-

are forecasted to have median growth that is negative: 6.9% of trees,

tivity contribute additional temperature-related uncertainty to our

10.4% of trees, 25.1% of trees, and 52.1% of trees for RCPs 2.6, 4.5,

forecasts, including the interactions between temperature and tree

6.0, and 8.5, respectively.

size (6%), temperature and SDI (5%), and temperature and precipitation (1%). In contrast, uncertainty about precipitation sensitivity is

3.4 | Partitioning forecast uncertainty

low –contributing just 1%. Interactions between site index and tree
size contribute ~4%. All other interactions each contribute less than
1% of the total parameter uncertainty.

Partitioning forecast uncertainty implicates different drivers of forecast uncertainty for increments versus tree diameter. Process uncertainty is the largest driver of increment uncertainty, comprising

4
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DISCUSSION

>60% of the total increment uncertainty across all time periods and
RCP scenarios. Driver uncertainty is the second largest contributor

Applying principles of ecological forecasting, we characterized the

to increment uncertainty, and increases from ~20% of total uncer-

complexity of tree growth, evaluated alternative models of the

tainty from 2020 to 2049 to >25% of total uncertainty after 2075,

growth process, forecast future tree size and growth, and used

and increases under higher emissions scenarios. Parameter uncer-

forecast uncertainty quantification to identify avenues for improv-

tainty comprises almost 1%–2% of the increment uncertainty across

ing skill at forecasting future forest carbon stocks and fluxes. The

the forecast period. Random effect uncertainty makes up >3% of

first of these principles of ecological forecasting was to fuse two

the increment uncertainty in 2020–2049, but decreases to <3% over

complementary data sources, tree-ring and forest inventory data,

time. Initial condition uncertainty makes up <0.5% of the increment

to parse multiple and interacting drivers of tree growth in a way

uncertainty.

that would be difficult to achieve with either data source alone.

For tree diameter, initial condition uncertainty makes up (on

In particular, we found that tree- and stand-level factors, such as

average) ~55% of the total uncertainty between 2020 and 2049,

tree size, site quality, and competition, modify climate responses

but declines rapidly over time to <5% after 2075. In contrast, the

in a manner that could generate landscape-scale heterogeneity in

contribution of parameter uncertainty is initially ~6%, but increases

climate vulnerability, and be leveraged toward management of for-

to >15% by 2075–2099. The contribution of random effect uncer-

est resilience to climate stress. We then used model assessment

tainty also increases over time, from almost 20% between 2020 and

and validation to judge alternative process models of tree growth,

2049, to >35% after 2050. There is little variation in the contribu-

revealing tradeoffs between different targets of model optimiza-

tion of each component to forecast uncertainty across the different

tion. Forecasts using a parsimonious model that best predicted

RCP scenarios for diameter (Figure 7c,f). Driver uncertainty initially

out-of-s ample diameter data showed, on average, a 56%–91%
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F I G U R E 6 Median percent change in diameter increment under conditional forecasts due to climate changes only, DBH changes only,
and change in both climate and tree size. Percent change relative to forecasts made with no change in climate and no change in tree size.
Forecasts shown for (a) RCP 2.6, (b) RCP 4.5, (c) RCP 6.0, and (d) RCP 8.5. Lines are median % change, shading represents 95% quantiles
across all 518 tree-level forecasts [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F I G U R E 7 Forecasts and partitioning of forecast uncertainty for diameter increment (top) and tree diameter (bottom) under future
climate projections. (a) Proportion of uncertainty for increment forecasts of a single tree under RCP 8.5. (b) Forecast of increment for the
same single tree with uncertainty partitioning. (c) Proportion of uncertainty that contributes to increment forecasts, averaged across all 518
trees. (d) Proportion of uncertainty for Diameter forecasts of a single tree. (e) Forecasts of the same single tree diameter with uncertainty
partitioning. (f) Proportion of uncertainty contributing to uncertainty in diameter forecasts, averaged across all 518 trees [Colour figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
decline in tree diameter increment across RCP scenarios, under-

(carbon stocks) vs. diameter increment (carbon fluxes), with diver-

scoring how critical emissions reductions are to preserving forest

gent avenues for improvement of forecasts. In the following, we

carbon sequestration. Finally, a systematic analysis of forecast un-

highlight insights gained from each of these steps in the ecological

certainty revealed contrasting drivers of uncertainty in diameter

forecasting cycle.
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F I G U R E 8 Proportion of uncertainty due to different drivers (a, b) and different parameters (c, d). Uncertainty partitioning is shown for
both increment (a, c) and tree diameter (b, d), as the average proportion of uncertainty across all trees and RCP scenarios [Colour figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

4.1 | Tree growth is a complex ecological process

& Running, 2011; Zhang et al., 2011, 2019). These two factors should
generate spatial heterogeneity in growth rates and C stock. At the

Tree-ring and forest inventory data each bring their own strengths to

tree scale, growth increments are larger when bole diameter is small

the problem of modeling tree growth, namely the annual resolution

and decline as bole diameter increases, reflecting a geometric ef-

necessary to detect climate sensitivity, and information on tree-and

fect of tree size on growth (Bowman et al., 2013). Model-estimated

site-level drivers. By fusing the two together, we were able to model

climate effects all point to sensitivity of P. ponderosa var. brachyptera

tree growth as a function of multiple drivers acting simultaneously,

growth and C uptake to drought. Maximum temperatures negatively

including interactions between them. Plot-level factors have the

affect tree growth, and water-year precipitation positively affects

greatest impact on bole diameter increments: growth increments in-

tree growth (McCullough et al., 2017; Peltier & Ogle, 2019). Thus,

crease with site index (SI) and decline with stand density index (SDI;

tree growth is indeed a complex ecological process, influenced by

Buechling et al., 2017; Ford et al., 2016; Kunstler et al., 2010; McLeod

several factors simultaneously, operating at scales from tree to
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stand to landscape: tree size, biophysical setting, competition, and
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carbon uptake, and reduce mortality risk in these forests (Campbell

climate. Resolving uncertainties about forest carbon dynamics re-

et al., 2009; Sohn et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2019). Since we explic-

quires that all these drivers be considered together.

itly quantify how stand-level processes modulate tree-level climate
response through interaction effects and their uncertainties, our

4.2 | Cross-scale interactions modify
climate responses

approach could be used to identify forest stands that would benefit
most from management interventions and the levels of density reduction, achieved via thinning, that would be needed to offset the
negative impacts associated with climate change.

Adding to this complexity are interactions between drivers of tree
growth. For example, the effects of temperature and precipitation
interact such that a year of low precipitation leads to even lower
growth if temperatures are high, supporting the idea that high at-

4.3 | Confronting model predictions with data
reveals tradeoffs

mospheric demand for moisture (high vapor pressure deficit) is a
particularly potent form of drought stress (Breshears et al., 2005;

Confronting predictions made by alternative models with data in two

McDowell et al., 2016; Williams et al., 2013, 2020). Tree-level fac-

ways, through model assessment (evaluation of competing model pre-

tors then modify these climate sensitivities: small trees suffered a

dictions using calibration data) and model validation via the “ecological

greater reduction in growth than large trees in the face of a lack of

forecasting cycle” (evaluation of competing model predictions using

precipitation, whereas the opposite was true under hot conditions

newly collected, incoming data), we identified tradeoffs between dif-

(Figure 5k,l). While large diameter trees are not always the tallest, our

ferent targets of model optimization. While all candidate models were

findings are consistent with previous work on interactions between

biased toward underestimating large increments and overestimating

tree size and climate with P. ponderosa which show that canopy-

small increments, the inclusion of plot-level modification (random ef-

dominant trees are more sensitive to temperature fluctuations,

fects) of the effect of tree size (e.g., model 3) reduced these biases, by

whereas intermediate canopy trees are more sensitive to precipita-

capturing heterogeneity in this effect. However, forecasts from model

tion (Carnwath et al., 2012). Because they must lift water higher, tall

3 have about twice as much uncertainty in diameters and increments

trees experience high hydraulic pressure (Darcy's Law) and thus high

(Figures S9 and S10) because the large number of random effects in-

cavitation risk under elevated temperatures, growth declines, and

creases model complexity. In other words, we found a tradeoff be-

even mortality during the warm droughts that can be expected in

tween model fit to calibration data and forecast uncertainty. Model

the future (Adams et al., 2009; Breshears et al., 2005; Koch et al.,

validation with out-of-sample diameter data, that is, from scheduled

2004; McDowell & Allen, 2015; Stovall et al., 2019; Williams et al.,

forest inventory remeasurements, highlighted a second tradeoff, be-

2013, 2020). However, these same mature trees may be more re-

tween model performance with respect to predicting tree diameter vs.

silient to precipitation-driven droughts, perhaps due to extensive

diameter increment. Adding more random effects improved increment

rooting structures accessing deeper soil moisture or greater soil

prediction (i.e., model 3, the random effects and interactions model),

volume (Domec et al., 2004). Thus, hotter future droughts may put

but the model with more fixed effects (i.e., model 4, the fixed effects

tall, canopy dominant, high biomass trees at risk, leading to stand-

model and model 5, the fixed effects and site quality model) improved

level losses in C storage, whereas droughts driven primarily by low

diameter prediction. Thus, we used model 5 (the fixed interactions and

precipitation may put small trees at greater risk, potentially limiting

site quality model) to forecast and partition forecast uncertainty, be-

recruitment and regeneration of forest stands.

cause it is both a more parsimonious process model (less random ef-

Cross-scale interactions between site quality, competition, and
climate sensitivity can drive heterogeneity in climate responses,

fects) and it performed best with respect to out-of-sample validation
of tree diameter.

which highlights potential management interventions that could
promote climate resilience. Based on our analysis, Pinus ponderosa
var. brachyptera trees at higher-quality sites fare better under climate
extremes, pointing to heterogeneity in vulnerability to climate stress

4.4 | Forecasts indicate widespread future
growth declines

that could be taken advantage of in landscape-scale management
aimed at increasing forest resilience to climate change. Interactions

Given the strong negative sensitivity of P. ponderosa growth to tem-

between site-level competition and climate indicate that dense

perature, and projected future climate that is much warmer than the

stands of ponderosa pine are more susceptible to the negative ef-

1965–2000 baseline (IPCC, 2014; Williams et al., 2013, 2020), cli-

fects of high temperature and low precipitation over the time pe-

mate change alone is projected to drive a 22%–117% (RCP 2.6–RCP

riod of our study, consistent with previous work (Buechling et al.,

8.5) average decline in diameter increment by 2099, with relatively

2017; Ford et al., 2016; Foster et al., 2016; Kunstler et al., 2010;

high uncertainty indicating that up to 51%–227% growth declines

Zhang et al., 2011). These interactions involving competition suggest

are possible (upper 95% quantiles for RCP 2.6–RCP 8.5). Diameter

that thinning and prescribed fire are management tools that could

increments will also decline as trees (inevitably) get larger over time.

increase tree-level resilience to climate stress, enhance tree-level

Size-related trends alone would lead to a ~40% decline in diameter
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increments. However, since climate-stressed trees grow more slowly,

responses (McDowell & Allen, 2015; McDowell et al., 2016; Stout &

leading to smaller annual increases in tree size and a weaker size-

Sala, 2003) could all reduce forecast uncertainty. In contrast, if we

related decline in growth increments, including both drivers of

work with just the data in hand, the large contribution of parameter

change in growth lead to an additional ~20%–36% decline in diam-

uncertainty at longer timescales implies that we may want to con-

eter increment, compared to just climate-driven change. Though

sider using simpler models with fewer parameters for longer-term

there is substantial uncertainty surrounding these forecasts, the

predictions. Indeed, the models without plot-level modifiers on the

trends are clear: significant growth declines are expected, which in-

effect of tree size (models 4 and 5) have much lower total forecast

crease with the strength of the enhanced greenhouse effect (RCPs).

uncertainty (Figures S8 and S9). This pattern of model selection fa-

It is important to point out that these forecasts are conditioned on

voring reduced model complexity with lead time is consistent with

the current distributions of tree size, competition, and site quality

both first principles (Dietze, 2017) and other ecological forecasts

in our dataset, which will in fact change in the future. Furthermore,

(Carey et al., 2021).

they are forecasts of diameter increment, rather than volume-based

The strong contribution of process and random effect uncer-

metrics (basal area or biomass increments); they are not forecasts of

tainty to forecasts of growth increment highlights a need both for

change in annual carbon sequestration at the whole-tree or forest

more data and for explicit consideration of ecological processes

stand scales.

expected to cause site-to-site heterogeneity in tree growth. This

Nonetheless, it is clear that without targeted management to

includes fire and insect disturbances, which can create spatial het-

mitigate climate stress, we should expect the negative effects of

erogeneity in stand structure and climate sensitivity (Allen et al.,

warming to slow the rate of tree-level carbon uptake and reduce

2002; Brown & Wu, 2005; Ehle & Baker, 2003; Itter et al., 2017;

carbon storage. Indeed, under RCP 8.5, median forecasted growth

Lundquist & Negron, 2000; Parker et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2019),

increments fall below zero for >52% of trees during the projection

drought legacy effects that may vary over time or space (Ogle et al.,

time period. This is congruent with other studies, using physiological

2015; Peltier & Ogle, 2019), and spatial differences in soil quality

data and dynamic vegetation models, which have predicted >50%

and site characteristics that impact potential productivity (Carnwath

tree mortality in ponderosa pine forests (McDowell et al., 2016), and

et al., 2012; McLeod & Running, 2011; Zhang et al., 2011). Since plot-

large-scale forest die-off under a warmer future (Adams et al., 2009;

level random slopes on the effect of tree size reduced increment

Breshears et al., 2005; McDowell & Allen, 2015; Williams et al.,

prediction bias in model assessments, a more explicit representa-

2013). While we do not model mortality explicitly here, consistently

tion of how allometry varies with site-level factors is another avenue

declining growth rates and average modeled growth rates below

for improving forecasts of C flux (Bond et al., 2007; Bowman et al.,

zero suggest that these trees would be at increased risk of mortality

2013). The fact that process error makes up a greater proportion of

(Cailleret et al., 2019).

the uncertainty about future increment compared to future diameter may reflect the influence of these “missing” forest processes,

4.5 | Uncertainty quantification identifies multiple
avenues for model improvement

which largely affect short-term responses, but are averaged out
over longer timescales. Alternatively, this difference may reflect a
need to account for temporal autocorrelation in the process error.
Furthermore, given that diameter forecasts are dominated by pa-

Uncertainty partitioning revealed key differences between fore-

rameter error, and that we found a tradeoff between model fit to

casting of carbon pool versus flux (i.e., tree size vs. growth), sug-

calibration data and forecast uncertainty (see Section 4.3), adding

gesting different paths for model improvement. Diameter forecast

complexity to the process model to improve prediction of interan-

uncertainty accumulates over time, and is primarily driven by param-

nual growth variability may, counterintuitively, increase the uncer-

eter uncertainty (fixed and random effects). In contrast, increment

tainty in long-term diameter and carbon sequestration forecasts.

forecast uncertainty is stable over time (see also Alexander et al.,

Finally, sub-partitioning the uncertainty caused by future tem-

2018), and is primarily caused by process and driver uncertainty.

perature versus precipitation lends insight into how the climate-

The strong contribution of parameter uncertainty to relatively high

related component of forecast uncertainty could be reduced.

uncertainty about carbon storage (tree diameter) over time indi-

Precipitation contributes to a third or over half of the driver uncer-

cates that effects could be better characterized with more data or

tainty for some trees, reflecting high interannual and inter-model

more accurately portrayed in the process model (Shiklomanov et al.,

variability in projections of future precipitation, despite only small

2020). For example, uncertainty about the effect of competition

forecasted changes in average precipitation. However, there is high

(SDI) could be reduced by incorporating additional FIA data to esti-

confidence about the effect of precipitation on tree growth (low pa-

mate SDI as a time-varying predictor of growth. Substantial uncer-

rameter uncertainty), leading to lower overall precipitation-related

tainty surrounding the effect of temperature suggests that adding

uncertainty. In contrast, the ensemble of CMIP5 climate model

more tree-ring data from a wider range of mean temperatures,

projections all project that temperature will increase in the future

modeling spatial variation in temperature sensitivity (Canham et al.,

(IPCC, 2014; Williams et al., 2013, 2020), leading to an increase in

2018; Fritts et al., 1965; Klesse et al., 2018; McCullough et al., 2017),

the contribution of temperature to driver uncertainty for diameter

and fitting the data to physiologically based nonlinear temperature

forecasts over time, and there is relatively high uncertainty about

|
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the effect of temperature on tree growth. Furthermore, ecological
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